The Colorado ACP Young Physician’s Award was developed to recognize a young physician for outstanding contributions in internal medicine.

The award will be given to an outstanding young physician in internal medicine. The physician must be highly respected by his or her colleagues for outstanding clinical skills and for being a role model in the community. This individual should have distinguished himself or herself in service to patients, the physician community and the community at large. This physician should be an educator to his/her patients or the community. A young physician is someone who is within 16 years of graduating medical school. Ideally the physician would be an ACP member.

Applications should include the nominee’s curriculum vitae and a nomination letter. Up to two additional supporting letters for the candidate may be written by colleagues or patients.

The deadline for applications is December 15th.

Please email all nominations and supporting documents to: Dr. Chad Stickrath at: Chad.Stickrath@ucdenver.edu